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Orienteering Australia
IT meeting

31 March 2018 - 16:00 ~ 17:00 AEDT
Domain Athletic Centre, Hobart

MINUTES

Attendees: Chair - Paul Prudhoe (OA/ONSW)
Kathy Liley (OV)
Ian Rathbone (OT and OA Eventor Working Group (EWG) Chair)
Erica Diment (OSA)
Bernard Walker (OT)
Bill Jones (OA and OACT)

1. What are all States doing with Eventor?
OSA – casual member upload (name, dob, email address)
ONSW – Event extraction for promotional use on website
Actions:
 OA to establish how all States are using Eventor, and to advise all States.
 OA to request information from States on methods/reports they are using to access data

from Eventor using the Eventor API and to indicate which of these methods/reports they
would like to make available to other states that would like to use them.

2. Eventor current status
Emailing of results to all participants has been delayed (Ian Rathbone). This refers to a request
from OA to SOFT (OA request timing unknown) to have Eventor modified so that competitors
can be emailed their result after the conclusion of an event.

The parallel to this is how Parkrun competitors receive their result very shortly after the
conclusion of a run.

Ian Rathbone also advised that the Eventor platform was moving from a Java based platform
to a dot net platform. The new version went live in early May.

Livelox is now available in Eventor (currently at no additional cost, but for how long is
unknown).
It was noted that Livelox needs georeferenced maps and a course file.
The meeting proposed that OA propose to SOFT that Livelox and Winsplits be made available
as a single package in the Australian version of Eventor for a single fee (e.g. $2,000)

Actions:
 OA to continue to pursue integration of Livelox and Winsplits into Eventor with the

Eventor developers SOF and with the Livelox and Winsplits developer Mats Troeng.  OA
to aim for a single fee (e.g. $2000 per year) to cover the integration
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3. Kathy Liley highlighted that participants who don’t have Eventor IDs, can’t be sensibly dealt
with in participation statistics: can’t identify the detail of their participations and therefore
can’t identify how many individuals participate. Paul Prudhoe advised that ONSW used an API
to extract event participants data from Eventor results and analysed the data using Excel. In
the case of competitors who were not registered on Eventor, they are identified as unknowns.
Currently ONSW quantifies the unknowns and then applies the current ONSW male/female
membership ratio to the total unknowns to obtain a male/female unknowns split. This method
is recognised as not 100% accurate, but at least gives an indication.

4. What reports does OA and the States want from Eventor?
Actions:

 OA to identify the reports that OA wants from Eventor.
 OA to advise States of the report list
 States to review and advise if they have need of additional or different reports

5. General consensus of the meeting was that it would be efficient and possibly cost less to have
a local programmer/coder develop the required reports by developing an API to extract
required data, and generate required reports using SQL.
Once Item 4 has been completed Item 5 can be considered. The problem seemed to be that
the API provided by SOF for Eventor is not great for general use, for example, it is hard to
restrict what various users see (privacy/security issues). The model discussed at meeting went
along the lines:
- Use the API only to populate a set of web-based database tables designed to report what
was required in Item 4. Cron jobs (a little program commonly used on web servers to run
programs at defined intervals) or equivalent technology could be used on the website to
regularly update this reporting database using the Eventor API
- Use a third-party product like QLRManager to give access to reports off this database. It
would be best to employ a good SQL programmer to develop these.
(Post meeting comment from OT: A good contact here would be Jon McComb who does this
for a living).

Actions:
 OA to investigate programmer/coder availability and cost once report list has been

confirmed.

6. The location of the server to be used was queried.
Actions:

 OA confirmed use of a central server, and the need to recognise the importance as to
how it is set up.

7. Meeting strongly recommended that all OA/State API administrators should have a WWCC
(WWCC = Working with Children Check. It is recommended (by the ASC and the Australian
Childhood Foundation) that anyone who has access to member details should have a WWCC).
In Tasmania a WWCC is now known as a WWVP (Working with Vulnerable People). The
Tasmanian government broadened the scope to include people with disability, people in age
care etc.

Actions:
 OA to recommend to all States that all Eventor administrators with access to Eventor

member data have a WWCC or a WWVP.


